
Your wedding album 
A family heirloom



A wedding album as a heirloom.  

Imagine the two of you, 25 years from now. You’re sitting on your couch, 

together. Holding hands. Your wedding album is in front of you. You’re 

looking at the photo’s, reliving your weddingday, remembering how you 

felt. Enjoying the happy faces of your loved ones that were there. 

Imagine your grandchildren, decades later. Going through your wedding 

album.  

Think about how important that album is! It is a heirloom for your family. 

Important in the near future, to show people how your weddingday was, 

but maybe even more important in the far future.  

I’m convinced of the fact that your weddingalbum is a treasure for your 

family. It’s the best way to hold on to the memory of what is so much more 

than just one beautiful day in your life. It’s the start of new things, a start 

we never want to forget.  

That’s why I work with high quality albums, that will last for more than a 

lifetime. Handmade and timeless fine-art albums.  

Because I value an album that much, I always give you a mini-album (15x20 

cm and 20 pages of fine-art paper) as a gift when you book me for your 

wedding.  

When you don’t take the mini-album, you get €95 discount on your luxury 



Handmade  
fine-art albums 



The albums I sell, are high quality fine-art photo albums.  

Fine-Art paper is a natural paper that is equally modern and 

timeless. Fine-Art paper is a mat paper that does not reflect 

any light sources, and therefore is naturally pleasant to look 

at. Our Fine-Art paper of choice is soft and smooth, and 

100% white. Your photos will not be effected by the color of 

the paper, to represent the photographs as close as 

possible to how they where intended. 

The smooth white paper perfectly produces lots of detail 

and sharpness  of the photos. The Fine-Art paper is 

available in 0.9 mm and 1.2 mm thickness. The pages of the 

Fine-Art albums are stiff, and fold flat all the way as all of the 

albums are bound as lay-flat albums. 





Linen album  
Linen album 25x25cm and 40 pages of fine-art paper 

€595  

Leather album  
Leather album 25x25cm and 40 pages of fine-art paper 

€695  

When you choose to not take the mini-album, you get a discount of €95 on the luxury album. 



Parent albums  
Smaller version of your album  

 20x20cm or 20x15cm album with 40 pagina’s of fine-art paper and a soft linen cover 

  €120 per album (max is 4) 



Options 
Personalize your album



Size 
    You can make the album the way you want it. 

With different sizes and also different cover materials 

Square: 

25x25 cm | €595 
30x30 cm | €695 
35x35 cm | €795 

Landscape/portrait: 

30x23 cm | €595 
34x25 cm | €695 

40x30 cm | €795 

The basic of an album is 40 pages, which contains about 60-80 photo’s. 

When your wedding day is over 6 hours, those 40 pages are usually not enough.  
I will make the design that best represents your day and we will take a look at the design together.  

Every spread (is two pages) extra is €25. 

                                



  

Text 
You can choose to emboss text on the cover of your album. Think about initials or date. The 

costs for that embossing are €25.  

It is beautiful, especially for light covers, to choose an embossing with foil (like you see in the 

picture). The extra costs for the inkt are €25.  

You can choose different colors: Copper, silver, gold, brown and anthracite.



Fine-art linen album 
Linen is the most chosen material for a wedding album. 

It’s very timeless.  You can choose to use embossing on the cover for your names, initials, date or 

something else. For the lighter colors, I advice you to choose an embossing with foil.  

There are two choices for linen covers. The natural linen or the coated linen.  

The Natural linen collection looks beautifully timeless. Because of the natural colors and texture it is a 

very good option for a photo album cover. It has a slightly wider texture than the other linen 

materials. And Natural linen has a more uneven texture, which give your album an elegant and 

timeless look. 

Beautiful linen with a classic looking pattern and protective coating. A perfect choice to use as album 

cover material, since it is well protected agains stains and grease. It is moist and dirt repellant. Our 

coated linen has a fine texture to it. The linen is evenly died, but does not look plain. The  Coated 

linen feel smooth and looks elegant on the cover of a luxury photo album. 



Natural linen

NAT1137 NAT1120

HALB9974HALB1000



Coated linen 

59014 

59005 

59004 

59012 

59016 

59003 

59032 

59001 



Fine-art leather album 
A leather album is a real piece of art. 

Genuine bull leather is a beautiful leather, in beautiful robust typical leather colors. This high quality 

leather comes from European bulls, and if finished with a wax to preserve it’s characterful 

appearance. Real leather is a product of nature. That’s why each skin is different and has a slighty 

different appearance. This collection of Bull leather has lots of natural creases and is full of 

character. Each piece of leather has a different drawing. A truelly luxurious appearance which will 

give your photo album an unmistakenly high quality look.



Bull leder

Olive 

Black Chestnut

Beige 



Presentation boxes 
Something you want to keep for decades, is something 

you need to keep safe. To do that with your album, you 

can choose one of the presentation boxes or the 

cotton bag. 

The cotton bag is €30 



For €95 you have a beautiful linen presentation box.  

There are two sorts of presentation boxes: 

The one with a lid or the slippin boxes.  



If you have any questions, feel free to mail to hello@naomivanderkraan.com or give me a call +31 6 

48 76 82 46. 

Use the link below to order your album. When I have recieved the order, I will design your album and 

sent you the proofer. We will have a skypecall about that, so you can tell me what you want to have 

adjusted. I want you to be completely satisfied with the design, before I order your album. 

Order your album 

mailto:hello@naomivanderkraan.com
http://naomivanderkraan.com/albums-order-english/
mailto:hello@naomivanderkraan.com
http://naomivanderkraan.com/albums-order-english/

